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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
. . 
A hushed atmosphere permeated the surroundings. Nurses 
cluttered tense and speechles.s aro~d the charting desk. Minutes 
ticked away. Then it came - a moan and a deep cr:y ot tear. All eyes 
turned toward the supervisor. She looked at the writer, then 
hesitatingly asked, 11Will yau. go to the room? 11 With naive student .. 
like simplicity her request was carried out. 
Just three doors down the corridor, yet it seemed a long way 
to the room. The patient sat upright in bed. He rocked back and 
forth and· stared into space. The Writer entered, then stopped short 
at the door. A brief moment elapsed ••• a moment tilled with 
questions, perplexities and pity. Then he spoke, 11Hold me, I'm 
sitting on this narrow bar and I weave from side to side11 • A plea tor 
help seemed to scream out from the distraught relative's face as she 
sat near the bedside. There were no words, for in the silence it 
seemed they would evoke a revolt. The writer stepped to the bedside 
l. 
and placed her hand over the taut, scrawey fingers which c1utched the 
bedrail. In allllost simultaneou~ movement, and without hesitation, the 
patient's wife took her place. by the bed. She lovin~ gathered the 
other hand into her otom. Tension and amd.ety seemed to nee. The 
patient relaxed and lay down quietly. Words were sparse. Yet they both 
===Fr--- -==-=--~ -=· ==·-=-======-=-=-=-=======-=-·=·· =-=··=·-=--===~==-=- --
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I . 
knew the visitor of death Wa$ soon to announce his arrival. 
Ten or fifteen minutes passed. Breathing began to alter its 
steady routine. The writer watched. She saw the patient cross the 
mysterious bar. As a student nurse, it was her first introduction to 
death. Just then, the supe:t1isor entered the room. .Amazement crept 
over her face. She asked the writer to leave the room. 
2. 
The'change of duty shift dismissed the writer from·the hospital. 
She went to her room. There were feelings of sorrow and inadequacy. 
lnadequacy to fulfill the proper role of a nurse, as imagined and I patterned in the mind of the writer, loomed large. Many questions 
confronted the writer. How can one help the patient in his dying 
moments? What shoul.d one do or say to the relatives at the bedside 
in the last moments or immediately after death? Should one talk or be 
quiet? Should one try to show sympathy aild feelings, or remain stoic 
and brave? Is it one1s responsibility as a nurse who is a Christian, 
to try to communicate to the patient or his famUy the hope one has in 
Christ because of the resurrection? This pictures the writer1s 
initial experience with the myster.r of death. 
Years later, as a graduate nurse, the writer saw death again 
in a very different perspective. Cultural and geographical differences 
changed the setting. The writer, as hospital midwife, was summoned. to 
the hospital about 2 o1cl.ock in the morning. The patient had been in 
labor three d~s. This was her first pregnancy. Hurried evaluation 
showed that the acuteness of the situation called for immediate' 
I 
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I This night continues to be very vivid in the writer's memory. 
II It was the night she felt she had caused death. It happened this way: 
Together with the doctor, she worked. Anesthesia was 
j necessary before delivery was attempted. This night she discovered 
within herself an unusual and unpredicted rebellion about giving ether 
to this particular patient. She chokingly verbalized her qualms in 
Englisb,. which was not understood 'Qy the patient.; Her sense o£ £ear 
was so ver.v strong that there was a long hesitation. These quiet 
moments o£ inactivity caused the doctor to cease his preparation and 
look up at her. He said, 11If' anything happens, I will take the blame, 
go ahead and give it ••• it is the only chance our patient will have. 11 
She said, "I£ she dies, and you say you will take the blame, it won't 
. 
help. I am the one who Will have actually given it to her. 11 Then 
almost· automatically the drops o£ ether began to £all. There was a 
stunned sense of £ro.stration experienced by the writer. Then it 
I happened. Breathing ceased. Pulse faded. The procedure seemed an 
eternity- yet it lasted al;>out sixty seconds. Attempts to restore 
li:t:e were o£ no avail. Tp.e patient was dead. 
Oa.tside sat the mother o:t: the patient, waiting £or the first 
1 grandchild. Inside sat the nurse, wondering the 11why11 o£ the 
fsituation. It only lasted !or moments ••• then .••.• tor the mother 
must be talked to. The writer went to the hallway, spoke to the 
woman in her native tongue and led her by the hand to the delivery 
room. She absorbed the picture at once. She began to cr.v and moan, 
r 
I 
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4. I 
then asked if" the stomach had been Cllt open. The writer removed the 
sheet to reveal that no operation bad been performed. To converse I about $11Ch a mysterious subject to another not of the same culture l proved extremely difficult. Many questions perplexed the writer in 
her own thinking. How could she convey emotional support and under-
standing to the mother when she felt the death was her own fault? How I does one talk about death when you do not know the language terms for 
I t!ris type or conversation? This iiJ.cident created a sense o£ inadequacy 
and mistrust of the writer's own skills as a nurse. 
For three months she tried to avoid giving anesthesia. 
During·this same period her fellow workers patien~ and persisten~ 
discussed the problem with her. They fi~ insisted that the problem 
could only be overcome by facing it and continuing at the given 
tasks of nursing. Thus the writer, pushed by fellow workers and duty, 
continued to give anesthesia. Yet, she remained apprehensive and 
skeptical that this picture ·of death might be repeated. 
About three months later, there came·to the writer a definite 
emotional and spiritual release which cannot be explained. Through 
this period of working, questioning, and experiencing definite 
emotional support from her colleagues, the problem of causation of 
death was resolved. It was then she realized in a new way that nurses 
are very human and can take very severely the picture presented by 
death in their work situations. 
===#:-=~=·-=-=-== =-==-=-::==.--·~~--~.:. -
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OVer the weeks, montbs -anQ. years of nursing, facing death 
J.n its perspective, rather ~han as a taboq, has been a practice of 
the writer. This has led to reading various books, and to having II I ~terviews with ministers. doctors and nurses 'tiho have likewise 
I £aced the problem of helping the family through this very real crisis. 
I' It has led to detailed introspection on the p~ of the writer's own spiritual insight into herself and her faith in the hope which I . 
' we have as Christians • 
.As the writer has observed and listened to parents and 
I I families, it seems they have wanted to express their concerns and 
I anxieties, and want to receive com:fort and emotional support during 
! 
this time of crisis. As she has worked with nurses, there have been 
definite que~tions of doubt and fear discussed. Others have expressed 
their feeling of inadequacy in knowing how to comfort and understand 
the family of the deceased. One nurse recently said, 11You have to be I able to face it (death) to be able to talk about it. I can1t face it. 11 
,, There is little information on death and the immediate needs 
encountered by the family in the hospital si'blation; or how the nurse 
sees and understands the situation, thus enabling her to give emo-
tional support and comfort to the family. These problems centered 
arotmd the meaning of death have been the major determining factor in 
the selectio~ of this problem for study. 
I 
I' I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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Death as a Problem of Meaning - A Study of Problems 
Encountered by Mothers ~d Nurses when a Child I)ies. 
JUSTIFICATION Ql _m .... PR_O=BIEM;;;;;;;;;o;; 
From the psyehoana1J1iical viewpoint, Freud gives his view-
. 
point of death. He states as follows: 
Consideration for the dead, who no longer need it, 
is dearer to us than the truth, and certainly, for 
most ofus,1is dearer also than consideration for the living.-
He feels that avoidance of death tends to impoverish life. He urges 
men to get rid or their Ulusions about death, and closes with this 
advice: 11It you would endure lite, be prepared tor death. 112 
Freud 1 s analytical study or bereavement demonstrates that much more is 
involved than mere sadness at the fact of loss. There is general 
agreement on the fundamental need of the bereaved to "work out" his 
grief feelings, including sense or loss, hostUity, guUt and 
frustration. 
It these viewpoints presented by Freud are true, then nurses 
need to evaluate the problems encountered by themselves and parents 
who lose their child in death. 
l. Sigmund Freud, Collected Pape~, trans. Joan. Riviere 
(New York, The International Psycho-Analytical Press, 1924) , p. J04 
2. Ibid. , P• .317 
6. 
I! 
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On the basis of past experience, the writer is of the opinion 
that p~ents need a place to , unburQ.en their feelings and in retum 
f~d support and understanding frolll an empathetic listener. The 
writer is also of the opinion that knowledge and understanding of 
separation by death. which these parents experience, does have impli-
cations for the professional nurse whether she works in the hospital, 
·doctor's office, clinic or in the home. 
SCOPE ~ LIMITATIONS 
Subject: This study is directed toward investigating the feelings, 
attitudes and problems of eight mothers who have experienced the 
d.eath of a child between the ages of six months and twelve years 
in a large pediatric unit of a large general hospital, and also 
of eight graduate nurses who have experienced death situat~ons during 
their career on this same pediatric unit. 
Limitations: 
1. The number of mothers interviewed. 
2. Most were £rom the low socio-economic group, which might 
change their values and reactions, tbus this could be a 
limiting factor in identifying the definable problems. 
:3· The study of death may prove distressing and traumatic 
for the mothers and nurses involved, which would inhibit their 
discussion of it. 
--=~~-----~~=·=·-=====================-===========---- --~· ----
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DEFINITION Q[ TERMS 
1. 11problem of meaning11 - may be defined as the 11lack of 
cor-respondence between traditional and rational expectations 
and the actual experience of life. n:3 
2,. Other terms will be defined as they are used in Chapter IV. 
l. This will be an Ex:ploratory study. 
2. Literature review will contain articles of research and studies 
relative to the subject qf death, emotional needs derived 
from these studies, and the problems thus encountered. 
3· It will also contain some original writing gathered by first-
hand experience of the writer. 
I 4. There will be a guided interview for mothers, and another 
guided intervieti for nurses. 
I 5. This data will be analyzed and presented with its recommendations. 
J• Talcott Parsons. Essays in Sociological Theor;y. 
Glencoe, Ill., Free Press, 1954. P• 48 
B. 
-===~======· ---···-·=-=-=-=·=· =-=··=-=-========== -~==============~------· -·- ·- ·-·-- .. ~ 
SEQUENCE .QI PRESENTATION 
Chapter II contains a review or the literature which 
supports the philosophy underlying this study and a statement or 
the hypothesis. 
Chapter III explains the methodology employed and describes 
. 
the agents involved in the study. 
I Chapter IV contains a presentation and discussion of the findings. 
Chapter V includes a su:mmary of the findings and conclusions, 
together with recommendations resulting from the study. 
The following will be found in the APPendix: 
1. Interview guide for the nurse. 
2. Interview guide for the mother. 
! 
I 
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I 
Enemy of life --
~ 
CHAPTER n 
REVIEW' Q[ _,LI_TERA:=·~TURE---
1 
It comes 
Known- yet unknown, 
Untimely, 
I 
I 
Universal., 
Conqueror of All. 
Faced by few --
It lives 
Feared, 
Tabooed, 
Denied. 
Its beginning -- birth. 
It, as its grand finale --
Death. 
It comes 
Known -- yet unknown, 
expounded by PhUosophers since the beginning of thought. 
Their attitudes present its problems, 
its questions, 
its mystery, 
and its glory. 
II 
10. 
II 
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j ~Ther~ is great reason to hope that death is good 
I is an ancient quote o:r Socrates.l 
• • • 
j 
Jonathan Swift states: 
It is impossible that anything so natural, so 
necessary and so universal as death, shou1~ ever be 
designed b.Y providence as evil to mankind. 
II 
Malinowski groups himsel£ with those who see man's recognition 
o:r the :tact or death as the starting point :tor meaningful reflection 
•
1 
which l.eads to :rormu1ations o:r philosophy and the rituals or religion 
I 
ll. 
I when he says: I 
1 Of all sources or religion. the supreme and final 1
1 
j crisis o:r lire -- death -- is o:r the greatest importance.3 I Non-Christian Philosophies have usually seemed to recognize I 
the £act that when a person is raced 1-Ji th death, they are confronted 
with intellectual. as well as emotional needs which must be satisfied. 
The Christian Philosophy is based upon the idea of living in closer 
relationship to God, thus giving the person the ability to accept 
death realistically; he can look on his o~m. death more objectively 
and with less or no anxiety. 
I 1. Daniel Cappon. "Attitudes of and Towards the Dying11 • 1 Canadian Medical Assoc. Journal. Vol. 87, No. 13 (Sept. 1962), P• 693. 
2. Ibid., P• 693. 
I 
I. 
II 3· Bronislaw Malinowski. Magic, Science and Religion, (New York: ,
1 Doubleday Co. , 1948.) p. 47. 
-==#:==-==----~- -- -..::===--·===---====--=--=-=====f:l=-=.::.=-=-== 
Christian Philosophei."s speC!k out. Pascal recognizes the 
1 f'inal:i. tY of the boundary when he states: 
I 
Nothing is so important to man as his own state, 
nothing is so formidable to lrlm as eternity. For it 
is not to be doubted that the duration of this life is 
but a moment; that the state of death is eternal, 
lvhatever may be its nature, and that thus all our 
actions and thoughts must take such different directions 
according to the state of that eternity, that it is 
impossible to take one step with sense and judgment, 
unless we regulate ~ cow:se by the trt1~ of' that 
point which ought to be our ultimate end. 
Kierkegaard offers the key to the problem of facing death --
it is the overcoming of' the ~ore dreadful phenomenon, the "sickness 
. 
unto death" which is despair at the awareness of one's helplessness 
in sin pefore God. 1fuen this has been overcome through faith, death 
I is put in proper perspective: 
I Christianly understood, death is by no means the 
I last thing of all, hence it is only a little event within that which is all, an eternal life • • • So it is that Christianity has taught thEt Christian to think dauntlessly 
of everything earthly and worldly, including death • .5 
Bonhoeffer, who was later executed in a Ger.m.an prison camp, 
wrote in his memorable 11Prisoner For God11 • • •• 
It is not the external circumstances, but the spirit 
in which we face it, that makes death whgt it can be, 
a death freely and voluntarily accepted. 
4. Blaise Pascal. Pascal's Pensees. (New York: E.P. Dutton Co. 
1958), p. 56. 
i 5· S~ren Kierkegaard. Fear and Tranblipg and the Sickness 
Unto Death. (New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc. 1955), P• 144 .. 
12. 
-I 
6. Dietrich Bonhoef£er. Prisoner for God. (New York:Macmillan Co. 
1959), P• 26. --===~-=·=••••=•••====~~=-=-====w=•=-=-~-~~==--======================-=-=-~-==-~=======~=·-== -------
-------- ---===-==-========·-====#==== 
Trueblood adds his advice to a basic philosopby for 
p,resent day living: 
' It is desirable that, as honest men and women, we 
should face squarelY this transcendent fact.of death. 
We are not living wiselY or well unless we recognize 
that whatever we pri~e .most we hold
7
by a slender thread 
which ma;r, at any moment be broken. . 
Poet Robert Browning puts :Lt magnificently in his 
1 11Epilogue to .Asolando": 
Make all the strokes you can while Sou are here 
and leave the event in the hand of' God. 
Tillich states: 11 • • • that the anxiety of death increases 
1 . 9 
as a person wi tb.draws from contacts wi tb. others. 11 
It comes, 
Known ... - yet unknown, 
conveyed through Holy Scripture in the Old and New Testament. 
Ezekiel records its terror.10 
J.ob calls it the 1and of' darkness 
the· light is as darkness.ll 
• • '" wi tb.out any order, where 
7. Elton Tmeblood. The Common Ventures o£ Life -- Marri e 
Birth, Work, Death. (New York: Harper Bros. 1949 , p. 106. 
8. Ibid., P• 107. 
9· Paul Tillich. The Courage To Be. (New Haven: Yale Univ. 
Press, 1952), P• 42. 
10. Ezek. 32:17-32. 
11. Job 10:20-22. 
====~======--=-~=·~=~==·=-==-=====·=~-=··=-=== ====-=====-=-===-------~---
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So~omon in his Proverbs tells us that the righteous· hath hope 
in his death.12 
Samne~ sees its bitterness.13 
David labels it as sleep • • • the land of silence.14 
Jesus did not look o~ death as an en~. nor did he regard 
~4. 
death as divine judgment. Inatead, he said that sin would be punished 
I by spiritual. death later, and not physical death now. To Jesus, 
I death was a natural earthly experience. This was in marked contrast 
to the rabbinical teaching of his day • • • that man died because 
he -was a sinner. With the coming of Jesus Christ the concept of 
death takes on new meaning. Lire comes to be thought Qf as a 
preparation for a more perfect existence after death. Jesus taught 
that it was not the prevention of death which would help to improve 
the world, but a proper attitude toward life which would make death 
have more spiritual. rather than physical significance. He taught 
that death symbolizes freedom from responsibi~ities, so that other 
generations 111ay assume their place in society .1.5 
12. Proverbs 14:32 • 
. 
13. I Sam. 1.5:32. 
t 
14. Psalms 13:3 and Psalms 94:17. 
15. Mark 12:24-27; Matt. 8:20-22; Matt. 6:2,5, 27, 33; 
Luke 13:1-4; John ,5:24; Romans 6:2, 10-12; Romans 8:1-11; 
I Cor. 1,5:26. 
.. , 
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·The writer eXperienced a close encounter with death in 
New Guinea. This leP. to the :£'ormation of a Christian Philosophy 
ot death: 
Death is democratic. 
is a humbling experience. 
' 
allows life to have character and shape by the time limits 
placed upon it. 
reminds us of life1s process of growth, discovery, failure 
and success. , 
is to be accepted. 
sums up life, its value based on qual.i ty, rather than 
on quantity or duration. 
·. 
I It is in the positive relationship or trust in God, that 
f the Christian has perspective to face the problem of death. For 
I~ those people who do not accept a belie£ in immortali~ or personal 
I existence a:t:ter death, deat.'ll in itselt means the end. One attains 
I 
l 
immortal life not by escaping death, but by triumphing over it. 
The meaning of death is transfigured in the hope or resurrection 
which is a radical overcoming or death through the power or a 
living God. Thus the anxiety or death can be alleviated by racing 
and understanding the problems which it presents. 
' It comes · 
Known ,.._ yet unknoWn., 
through the mosaic pattern or world cultures with its 
racial, geographical and religious differences. 
====I*======-==--·-----.-=-==--===--::==== --=-=-=-=~-=~=~-'""''-
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provokes our tll.ought,. 
demands our understanding. 
I W.e pick samples of the pattern. 
I In~ Guinea, the writer j,nvestigated the accepted attitude 
toward ~eath. .Illness and death are commo~ supposed to be caused 
I by sorcery or brought about by ghosts. Divination is practiced for I the purpose or deciding whether death in a particular case has been 
i caused by ghosts or sorcery, and appropriate action is taken 
I accordingly. When a sorcerer wishes to bring about the death of some 
I• partic:ul.a'r person, as a rule he employs some form or sympathetic 
11 magic. ·He tries to obtain some part of the person such as a hit or i hair, fingernails, and such, which gives him a connection with his 
proposed victim. Verbal reports from some of the medical personnel 
stationed in New Guinea, indicate that people have actually died of 
fear wben they have been plac;ed unqer suspicion by the sorceren. 
There are varying reparts about the care of the dead. In s()ltle 
I sections the practice of smoking the dead is carried out. In other 
j areas, earth burial in a sitting position is the custom. We shall 
J 
I attempt to explain the smoking of the dead which has been reported in 
I 
1 many instances. They leave the body for a day or so unt:iJ. the skin 
loosens. The womenfolk then get rough leaves and vigorously rub the 
body in an endeavour to strip the skin £rom the flesh. The reason for I this skinning was given to anthropologist Beatrice Blackwood in a 
=fllegend:-=- - ------==----::::·-.&-=.::::..-==·· ·~ .::....::.=-..... ~-===-----=...-:;:-.=:::::::· H==== I 
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. 
A snake and a rat were fighting. The people 
watched them. A rat bit tbe skin or the snake, 
then the snake died. The rat lay- on the top or the 
snake, then the rat died. Now we all die. It the 
rat had not died we 1-10uld all stay- alive. no one yguld 
die. Now when people die we take off their skin. 
In most cases the New Guinean is an an:lmist in his pr:lmitive 
l religious outlook. The general rule is that battle vict:lms. clan 
I leaders, young warriors and young women are smoked in some tribal 
areas. Children, elderly people who die from old age and Ulness, 
and known sorcerers are not smoked... Relatives and friends who have 
come from far and near to mourn wUl beat their heads with stones 
until they draw blood. In some areas of the country, the women 
will wear a mud mask over their face for one month. The women 
In some areas, a hollow bamboo is inserted into the rectum to 
. 
_dr_a:m_· __ of_r_b_o_dy_n_:u_id_s_d_:u_r_ing __ t_he_sm_o_kin_· _g_p_ro_c_e_s_s_ .. _.A.f_te_r_th_e_sm_o_k_in_g ___ 
11 
16 .. Colin Simpson. Adam With Arrows. {Sydney, Aust.: Halstead II 
Press, 1954), p. 163-164. ~~ 
II 
.... .,. ___ ,_ 
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£ire is·lit, it must be tend~d at all times. The heat raises the 
~mainillg skin in blisters ~d it is the duty o£ the relatives to t4pe 
this o££ with the bark cloth. I£, during the smok~g, the fat drip~;~ 
18.-
1 on the ground, the belie£ is that the soul is lost and doomed to 
eternal torment. As the body becomes smoked and hideous, the relatives 
!loose their sorrow and carry out the process o£ smoking as a ritual. 
j They become fairly impersonal towards the body. Sometimes the hair 
is removed. Often the scalp is pricked with bamboo slivers to drain 
o££ £luids. The person tending the £ire and body must not hamle food 
I I except td th a piece o£ new bark cloth and all food is cooked and eaten 
11 o~tside the house. This process takes £rom six weeks to three months. 
( A completely dehydrated body weighs possibly only thirty pounds. When ·1 
I it is placed in the tree-house, the natives avoid looking at the place, 
I 
I' .I
but don1t seem to care when anyone else does. The body is not dressed, 
but it -is painted with red ochre. Some o£ these bodies are placed 
in caves. Each time a new body is placed there a new ladder has to 
be built as they destroy the 'ladder when the body is in position to 
prevent the theft o£ the body by some relative £rom another group 
who m~ consider that it should be placed on 11his11 land.l7 .. 
In India, the wrl.ter .has.witne.ssed the burning pyre at Benares. 
To the educated Hindu, this teeming city on the Ganges river stands 
supreme as a center o£ learning ••• but to the connnon folk, who 
17. Ibid., P• 163-170. 
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flock in thousands to this hQl;test .o:r Hindu cities, it holds out 
a much lJlore dramatic promise. They look on death as an impersonal 
I and unimportant bit o:r punctuation al.ong their never-ending cycle: 
birth, death, rebir.th and death again. They come to die here in the 
belief that it their ashes are cast into the river they wlll be 
saved from reincarnation and united with God. Down the narrow 
li ttJ.e streets come the funeral party --~ the body carried high, on a 
litter and covered with a length or scarlet brocade. There is the 
sound o:r the village traffic - bicycles, human congestion and 
chatter -- as the mourners walk b,y. On the river-bank eight fires 
1 burn furiously -- each encouraged by about eighty pounds o:r wood 
encased around the corpse. The auspicious moment arrives -- the skull 
1 is tapped open with a long bamboo pole, preferably b,y a male member 
o:r the family, and the spirit or the dead is released. The ashes are 
then cast into the Ganges -- the final pllgrm.age o:r the dead. 
I il I •> 
I . From the writer's observations, it would seem that Italians are more given to the expression o:e their emotions, which m~ very 
well help them to :race their rgrie£., In !Wi England the typical native 
son is given to suppression or emotions.· They seem to have more 
di:fficul ty in expressing their grief than :tn other parts or the 
country where expressions are less inhibited. 
=-·=·-=-=-=-=-=-.::.:::..=:::~ -=-=-=-=-·=-:::::: ....... -=:=. .. " 
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In America we find the black arm band, 
the wake,. 
the nowers, 
the ritual. 
It seems that death has become largely a lost province. In many 
communities the place of the bodies of the dead has no relationship 
to the place where the living now worship God. Few seem to consider 
this strange. Now, burials and cremations occur in cemetaries 
1 which are canmercial establishments. There seems to be an ornateness 
and pagan atmosphere separating this last venture of life :5!11ay from 
the Church, where at one t:ime, all the great mysteries of life t-rere 
celebrated. Many people cease to think of death as falling within 
1 the orbit of the church. This feature exhibits the change in our I own cultural pattern of living. 
I 
It comes, 
Known -- yet ·unknown, 
clutching Psychology, the '!feeling" arm of medicine. 
Its pivot -- grief. 
Mysterious tentacles grope, 
find their victim, 
then hang on • • • 
There are the tentacles o£ sadness, 
sympathy, 
'loss, 
fear. 
20. 
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I 
St:Ul there are more, the tentacles o:r 
anger, 
inadequacy, 
guilt, 
futility, 
avoidance, 
repression, 
suppression, 
denial, 
rationalization, 
identification, 
compensation. 
Some tentacles are kind after the initial encounter. They cause 
maturity, counter-balance inadequacy, and open new doors or hope in 
one t s ability to :race this enemy of life. 
M~ times these tentaCles or grief and death anxiety are 
repressed into the unconscious, because they are too threatening 
to be dealt- with by the consqious I!lind. Its possible entry into 
the conscious ;from the unconscious is protected by a complicated 
system o:r emotions and customs shielding the individual from the 
menacing thoughts o:f' his eventual fate. 
Much light is shed on the whole area o:r death anxiety through 
Prorchiatry and psychoanalysi~. Theories o:r death instinct, oedipus 
21. 
complex, suicide, sadism, and masochism deal with this problem. There 
are those ps,ychological aspects concerning death which are basic to 
! . 
I' I 
1 22. 
11 all pe~le, regardless of their culture - that of anxiety and fear 
1 ot death. ~ 
Jung sees death as t:Q.e central problem of the second half of 
life. Freud theorized two aspects ·Of death-- 11Fear of death was 
entirely a libidinal matter with no stated connection to the death 
ips tinct. nl8 Fromm claims that man 1 s awareness of his own end is an 
I I inherent property of mind. lie :feeis that the anxiety produced by 
I life and death can only be alleviated by' a recognition of one•s position 
I of II aloneness" in the universe; that man wust also recognize he alone 
I . . 
1
1 is responsible for giving meaning to life by what he does. Some see 
II it as a factor which influences human behaviour; others see it as more 
I restricted to certain phases or life or else differing in its influence 
as a function of particular kinds of infantile experience.19 
Death has been listed as the foremost problem of the mind 
j' and personality. This problem must be first comprehenied as an 
li individual process. "Man 1 s sense of striving ·for and achievement of 
i immortality represent~ a primar,y mechanism of defense against death and 
death fears. 11 This seems to place the picture of death as a conflict of 
.. 
Fear (of cessation of our own individuality) vs. Faith (faith in our 
~ortality).20 
18. l:Ienry P. David and J. c. Brengelmann. Per~ectives in 
Personality Research. (New York: Springer Pub. Oo., 190), P• 66. 
' 19. Ibid., p. 68. 
20. Joseph Howard. 11Fear of Death", Journal of Indiana State 1 
Medical Assn. Vol. 54, No. 12 (Dec~ 1961), ·P• 1773·9· I 
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Freud gives insight j,nto tl\e concept of ambivalence towards 
tue dec~ased. Haman relatio~ships are characterized by love and hate. 
and the death of the other reveals these emotions acutely, as the 
b~reaver;l is disturbed by hostility and guilt. His study of bereavement 
demonstrates that much more is involved than mere sadness at the fact 
ot loss. His work is the base for modern investigations o£ grief which 
have been utilized by religion in the field of pastoral psychology. 
There is general agreement on the basic need of the bereaved to 0work 
oilt" his grief feelings, incl11ding sense of loss, hostility, guilt 
" 
and frustrations. 
It comes, 
Known,_ yet unknown, 
faced through planning, customs and religious practices 
which serve ps,ychological purposes. 
I In planning we find: 
Financial preparation by Insurance Policies. 
Preparation o£ a Will. 
) 
Sel£ preparation -- the realistic phys.iological and psychological 
aspects. 
Routine relationships in the home --where it is talked out with 
the family, husband, wi£e, etc.; and one feels a continuing 
and responsible meaning for his lite. 
Arrangements for r.emaining years, and plans tor death. 
In customs o£ the Western culture, we find:. 
The wake - which provides a sharing o£ the sense of loss, 
and encourages grou)_) . support .. 
-:-;:;-----~-=-~=-====-- =-=-=·M=== ===-===!=!===-=-== 
The funeral -- gives a public acknotv-ledgexqent of the loss, 
shares this loss with the Church, 
24. 
testifies to the common experience of mortality. 
The Christian Church -- those people who make up the organized 
fellowship of the Christian faith -- offers therapeutic resources for 
the meeting, handling and lessening of death anxiety through: 
a basic belief in God -- the pattern of living which would insure their 
continued relationship to God. 
an emotional security by trusting God 1 s loving care. 
tradition which has favored foref?ight and preparation .for emergencies. 
the recogniti-on of the worth of every individual. 
the practice uf pr~er. 
repentance and forg~veness for the contrite heart. 
the church fellowship. 
responsive listening and counseling of ministers. 
encouragement of the best character values in man, as he lives 
knowing death is ul t:i.mate. 
As the result of "facing it", by the previously suggested steps, 
the Christian will gain confidence in the fact that life: 
has real meaning for him. 
with its values as he believes them, will be given expression 
in his life. 
Jlmer peace will rule his person as he travels on that great final 
venmre of life ••• death. 
ll li 
'I 
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I It comes, ,I Known --yet unknown, 
l l seen by experiences of yours ••• and mine. 
I
I -Th~ writer has found no literature·or study which has 
specifically studied the reactions of mothers upon the death of their 
c);lild. 
Cannon in. his report on Physiological research tells of the 
effect of favorable and unfavorable emotions upon the digestive s,ystem • 
. He gives evidence that adrenal secretion is increased in emotional 
I excitement and that su.ch emotions as fear and rage are capable of 
grea~ shortening the coagulation time of the blood. ln cases of 
! intense joy, intense sorrovT and intense disgust, it· appears that any 
I high degree of excitement in the central nervous s,ystem, whether felt I as anger, terror, pain, anxiety, joy, grief, or deep disgust, is Uke:cy 
I to break over the threshold ~£ the s.y.mpathetic division and disturb 
I the functions of' all the organs which that division innervates. There 
II are nervous discharges by s.y.mpathetic channels to various viscera, 
I including the lachrymal gland,s. It appears that these findings may 
have some value in understanding t}le reactions of the bereaved. 21 
Cappon reports in his study that an overwhelming number of 
1 people, 80-95~ (100% in doctors or medical students surveyed by this 
question) , say that they want to die suddenly. They appear to want 
Fear 
I 
.! 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
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26. 
this at all costs. This may very probably represent the strength and. 
universality of the fear of actually dying. Most people want to lessen 
I the period of knowing when one is dying. One of the striking aspects 
of the fear of death was that the questioning of those persons who 
were actually dying, did not arouse the expected manifest disturbance 
in the subjects. 84% were rated as not at all disturbed b,y the 
questions. 22 
Bruce, in her study to determine the needs of the nurse and 
mother of a stillborn infant, indicates that the professional image 
governed the nurse's feelings. She feels the nur~ing goals were 
all directed toward denying death, preserving life arxl accepting tm 
irrational cliches -- the questions of inadequacy, .fault, and guilt. 
She pictured the nurse as one who was anxious and frustrated when 
stripped of her tools of pills, pans, policies and palaver. Here the 
' . 
problem of the nurse was seen as her inability to accept herself as an 
individual and to recognize the existence of her own needs. A nurse 
cannot function effectively in the patient relationship when her own 
anxieties limit her awareness that she is unwittingly focusing upon ways 
in t'lhich her needs could be met by the patient. 23 
Hays studied the reactions of nurses upon the death of an eight 
year old boy tiho died from leukemia. She lists the negative aspects of 
the psychological manifestations, along with a brief hint at positive 
22. Daniel Cappon. "Attitudes of arx1 Towards the Dying,". Canadi 
Medical Assoc. Journal, Vol •. 87, No. 13 (Sept. 29, 1962), p. 693-700. 
23. Sylvia Bruce. 11An Ell:ploratoey Study to Determine the Needs 
o£ the Nurse and Mother of.a Stillborn Infant"; Unpublished Master's 
·~..!!.~-~~ of Nursing_. Boston University, . Jan. 1959~·~= 
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I aspects gained from such an experience. This gam was .at considerable 
i I cost. It yielded growth toward emotional maturity, which does not occur 
i I as a smooth prog~ression. The value of others and their emotional ,j 
experiences depend upon the value placed upon themselves by nurses. The f 
nurse S\lffers because she invests much or herself in the care she gives,24 
I 
On February 12, 1963 at high noon, the writer looked out of the 
window of the jet plane which carried her home -- to face her first 
family experience of death, that of her father. Death of winter upon 
I 1 the face of the ear:th suggested an analogy: 
'I I s!llil deatli toda;r -
Still la;t the river- indenting its earthen bed 
All fro~EJn. . 
A listless white the earth, 
Trees gaunt -- starved of attire -- pointed from it 
Upward. 
Abodes of &evlling, 
Roads of travel, 
Clouds, 
All sat, speechless. 
1Twas death -- and life I saW', 
With spring, death livesl 
The river moves, awakened in its bed 
With Warmth. 
Arrayed in green the earth, 
Trees spread their arms -- engulfed in leaf and blossom 
Upward., 
Abode of human dwelling, 
Road' of living, 
Heavenly sunshine, 
.All speak -- Triumphantl 
My Creator's work is matchless! 
1 I saw life today -
By Faith. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
,, 
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It ~omes, . 
Known ,.._ yet unknown, l evidenced by review of ~i terature which supports the 
l asswmptions that: 
death is feared, tabooed, yet ultimate. 
death1s many problems of meaning effect each person differently. 
a stUdy of death and its many problems of meaning will give the 
nursing profession bei(ter iJlsight into meeting the needs manifest 
in death situations. 
It comes, 
Known - yet unlmown, 
vying for understanding of its problems through human relations 
seen in th~ role of nurse and mother. This understanding starts first 
1iith any indiv.idual human bettn~ and the culture, situation and role. 
I W~ se~ ~e mother and nurse first qt all as a unique individual. 
Allport tells us that: . 
Culture shapes personali 'W chiefly because it provides 
ready-made p~tested solutions to many of lifet s problems • .. • 
, it offers stored-up solutions, not always accurate but at 
" least avaUable • • • It is in part a set of inventions that 
have arisen in various pai'ts of the 'W()rld ... to make life 
efficient and intelligible for mortals who struggle with 
the same basic prol;:llems of life, birth, growth, death, the 
pursuit of health, welfare and meaning. The solutions are 
passed on from ·one generation to another ••• The pressure 
in the direction of the culture pattern m~§t inevitably affect 
the course of the developing personality. ' 
When confronted with a strange situation, most people tend to 
become reserved, sUent, withdrawn. They tend, if possible, to avoid 
25. Gordon W. Allport. Pattern and Growth in Personality. 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1961), p. 167-168. 
------------ ~ · 
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a~ act~on. A person is much more .active and expressive in a 
familiar situation. 
Death brings to the nurse two challenges: the fact and the 
problem. She must come to sa11e ter.ms with the philosophical problem 
i£ she is to keep her poise in face of the fact • 
.•••• Nurses often dodge it; some become bitte26or dull under stress of the suffering they see. 
29. 
Therefore it seems apparent that as individuals first, the nurse 1 s~·or 
'inotlier' s response to death and the problems it presents will depend on 
each one t s own particular way of £acing it. Rer role in these 
situations will be determined by: 
the expectations prescribed by societ.y. 
her own personal. (sal£) concept or philosophy. 
her acceptance or rejection o£ society's expectations. 
her performance which is the point of intersec*ion between 
the personal'i ty system and the social system. 7 
In this complexit.Y of role concept and its acceptance or 
rejection, several factors are determinates: capacities, temperaments, 
attitudes, dispositions, needs ani motives, cognitive style, values and 
others.28 
26. Richard c. Cabot and RusselL. Dicks. The Art of Ministering 
to the Sick. (New York: MacmUlan Co., 19)6), p. 1.79. 
27. Allport. op. cit., P• 184-85. 
28. Ibid., P• 185. 
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People pl~ a variety of roles in everyday life. Nurses .. 
and mothers too, fit into this catego:ey. 
The acceptance of their responsibilit.Y is an important 
characteristie of social relations. This responsibility 
involves being able to understand the other person 1 s needs --
to be able to put oneself in someone else's place ... This 
type of sensitivity is caUed elJ!.Pathy .... a sense of . 
responsibility can develop only if an individual feels that 
30. 
he can be effective in his social relations. If he feels that 
" whatever he does • • • will have little to do with the final 
outcome, his concern for others will die stillborn ••• but 
if he believes he can influence the outcome and he- is 
concerned about or vi tally interested in these events • • • 
he will then feel it worth his while to participate with others 
for the achievement o£ Sllch ends • • • The stronger the person 
!eels about the activities in which he engages, the m~r 
active and intense is his participation likely to be. 
Cabot spells ·out the problems and responsibility of those 
li'orking with the dying and bereaved by challenges to himself: 
By what right am I here? By what right do I see you in 
the intimacies of your pain,· your humility? ••• Only by 
right of serving you • • • If I may encourage you by m:r 
patience • • • then I may come to you • • • How do I know your 
need, when perhaps even you do not know this? .... How do 
I know you are moody because of £ear? .. • • Only by having 
suffered or by having served where I·could watch others 
suffer • • • Only by learning to be steady of nerve, self-
forgetful, and resourceful because I need to be and have 
practiced it. Your need, my understanding and m desire 
. to help you are m:r authority £or coming to you.;,u 
, 
29. George F. Lehner and Ella Kube. The mamics of Personal 
Adjustment. (New York: Prentice-Hall, 19 55), P• 28 -87. 
30. Cabot. ojp. cit., p. 12. 
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I understanding the problems of death for herself or for the bereaved. There is no set pattern for the nurse to follow in finding and 
She wlll find the coastline boundaries of her own 11grow:ing edge" in I understanding. She wlll J.eam to feed it by the f~ods of: . 
,. I love, 
lj learning, 
beauty, 
service, 
l and suffering well borne. 
This 11growing edge" may .grope and stumble, but it is sut.e of its 
I chance to grow. When the nurse penetrates this deeper area of human understarding of death by study, by sympathy and by sharing hardships --
1 then she will find it possible to help the bereaved • • • to start w:l. th 
'I the bereaved wh~re she finds them. By this we mean to take in the I facts ~f the ·present condition of his mind, his emotions, his spirit. 
Jj She will s~ his present plight and steer her course according~. 
This gives the nurse a relationship to the bereaved that is less 
~perfi~ial and nearer to reali~y. 31 
It comes, 
Known -- yet unknown, 
leaving the writer with the hypothesis that the death of a 
child causes problems which may or may not be detected and resolved by 
either the mother or the nurse. 
31. Ibid., p. 12. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOOY 
SELECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY GROUP 
The nature of the problem to be studied imposed certain 
limitations upon the variei:lf of available agencies. Therefore, only 
one official agency was used. With the written per.mission of the 
appropriate agency personnel, eight nurses were selected at random 
from the pediatric units of a large metropolitan general hospital. 
I· . [ The supervisor of the department was contacted, and she personally I notified the nurses that the writer would come that very morning to 
conduct the interviews. The writer then went to each unit, and as 
each nurse could be freed from her daily duties, the interviews were 
I carried out at the "student desk" on each particUlar unit. Though they 
I. were still within close distance of their working situation, their 
co-partners on duty assumed the entire unit responsibilities, so that 
there was not the feeling of pressures during the interview. There 
was no apparent reluctance evidenced by a nurse when asked to 
participate in the study. Each interview lasted about thirty to forty-
five minutes long. 
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Permission from the deputy superintendent of this same 
metropolitan hospital was given to obtain records of a child's death, 
and the address of the parents. At first he seemed reluctant to give 
such information. His main concern centered around the possibility 
that this child, prior to death, may have been abnormal from birth, 
and this would add to the "humiliation of the parents." He was assured 
by the writer that on:cy- those children who were normal at birth would 
be considered in the study. 
At the beginning of the study, plans were to take only those 
parents whose child had died within the past year. These initial 
contacts with the mothers were made by a personal visit, because of 
the nature of the study. Ma.rzy' of the addresses obtained from the 
hospital records led to vacant apartments. The parents had left no 
forwarding address. It was a:rt~r the writer had spent several days 
in following 11dead leads 11 to the whereabouts of the families that 
another source of contact titthmothers was used. Two mothers were 
contacted through personal interview of a casual nature in the 
pediatric outpatient department of the same hospital. Arter this 
casual interview about their family in general, they were led in their 
conversation by directed listening, in which way the writer was abl~ 
to obtain the answer to the guided interview. The children of these 
two mothers had died earlier, therefore, the period of death did extend 
over the one year period. 
In summ.ary, seventeen individuals participated in this study: 
(1) eight graduate nurses from a large metropolitan general hospital, 
II 
'I 
I 
(2) eight mothers whose children bad died in this same hospital, 
(3) the1 deputy superintendent of the hospital.. The nurses were see:p. 
in thei:r respective pediatric units of' this same hospital. Six or the 
mothers were vi-sited in their homes, am two in the hospital pediatric 
outpatient department. The study covered a period of' f'ive months from 
December 15, 1962 to May 15, 1963. 
TOOLS USED TO COLLECT DA'l'A 
The "guided interview* was the primary tool employed in this 
Jl study. Noted observations of' each individual reaction to the 
I discussion subject was also recorded b,y the· use of' a graphic rating 
scale. Regardless of' the areas explored in each interview, the main . 
questions were discussed during the interview. The interviews with . 
each of' the eight graduate nurses selected from the pediatric unit of 
a large metropolitan general hospital were recorded during the actual 
discussion. The interviews with the mothers were in the f'o:nn of' I dis~ssion. No written notes were taken. 
I tool employed to record these sessions. 
Jimnediate recall was the 
In summary, the tools employed in this study were (l) the 
guided interview, (2) observation using the graphic rating scale, 
(3) records -- part verbatim, but predominantly from immediate recall. 
*See Appendices A and B. 
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PROIJtJREMEllT OF DATA I 
Interviewing other graduate nurses was not a new experience I 
for the writer, yet the subject of death aroused interest and stimulated 
I many reactions and questions. Some asked the questions of •:why~'~ and 
II 11what wUl you do with all of this?". The previous semester the 
I writer had been on the unit part-time during her field work experience, 
so the setting was not entirely new. As stated earlier, the 11 student 
. 
desk" in each particular unit was used for the interview. However, 
each nurse had the final decision in selecting the area in which she woul 
be most comfortable, but there was little else from which to choose. 
As the nurses were informed of' the study, they began to ask 
more questions, and consider just how they really felt. One nurse 
said, 11You know, I really never thought of death affecting the family 
so Dl\lch • • • I always try to just push the whole incident out of my 
mind. 11 Another nurse cried with real. feeling as she stated, "I think I I kno~ how. the parents feel,. though I 1ve never lost a chUd, I have 
I· II 
I 
lost my husband ••• and it1s a real loss, an awful lonesomeness to 
lose someone you are attached to •••• 11 
The home interviews presented certain concerns both to the 
writer and to the mother. On the first visit, the writer had no 
symbolic identity, as a uniform or cap, and felt the mother was somewhat 
reluctant to share her grief experience in the separation from her 
child by death. For the remainder of the home visits, the unii'om was II 
wom, with better reception as the result. 1 
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The writer explained. that the main purpose or the visit was 
11 to ask the mother to help the nursing profession. She explained that 
this help could be given through the mother's sharing or just how she 
tel t during the time her child was ho~i tali zed and immediately after 
the child's death. There was no mention or an actual research project. 
1
1! Each mother was given the opportunity to refuse the interview. In 
every home there was a warm reception, usually around the kitchen 
table, or in the ooziest chair of the living room, and the writer 
became the guest or the mother. 
In all but one interview there was a marked "depth to the 
interview and a real sharing on the part or the mother's grief 
reaction. 
Only one appointment £or the interview was made in advance, 
for the other mothers did not have telephones. At this time the 
same method or approach was used, and the interviewer!·s name was given. 
A specific time was set for this one interview. 
On one interview the grandmother answered the door, and when 
the writer explained the purpose or the visit she exolajmed, 11 ••• the 1 
death or that child made me have a nervous breakdown, I 1m not staying 
around to listen. 11 The mother later explained that it helped her to 
11lose the tightness" which she round in her heart, it she could talk 
about her little girl who died from severe bums ••• but her mother 
(this grandmother) refused to listen to her. 
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I On another occasion the mother offered the writer lllorning 11 
1
1 tea, and as the conversation continued she said, "I only llish SOllleone I 
like you could have come sooner to let me talk about it .... I really I 
thought f'or a long time that to grieve meant I -vras going mental, so 
I just wouldn't talk about it .... now I f'eel better. 11 
In ever,y home there was awar.m reception evidenced in each 
mother1s individual way ••• f'our mothers let a f'ew tears trickle 
down their cheek as they shared what had been their particular hurt 
in the loss of' their child .. 
The directed listening process became an important part of' 
.
1 
the methodology used to procure the data explained in the "f'ollowing I chapter •. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation And Discussion Of Data 
I I In analyzing the interview material to determine the feelings 
II and: attitudes of nurses and: mothers as they relate to the problem Wider 
in'V'est:Lgation, two main tools were used. A graphic rating scale was 
1 used to record the inte~ewer1 s observations during the interview. 
~~ second tool consisted of developing two major areas of investigation 
I which would correlate with the hypothesis and aid in identifying 
II pertinent data. The_se areas ,.,re sub-divided further to demonstrate 11 
1 various manifestations of grief reactions. Excerpts from the interviews 
which seemed to validate these predetemined themes were tabulated and 
considered as supporting evidence. 
The categories are presented in sequence: 
1. Reactions evidenced by the nurse towards herself, 
and towards the mother, in the death of a chUd. 
2 .. Reactions evidenced by the mother towards herself 
and towards the nurse, in the death of her chUd. 
The graphic rating scale was used to record the over-all 
abUity of the person interviewed to discuss the subject of death 
with the interviewer. This observation was recorded immediately 
Jl II I -·----------·..._.....,.,................. _________ ._ ___ --------·---· ----- ; __________ , ___ _.._ ·~· -- ---·--------- ...... ....,_ _ ________ _,_, 
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l attar tlie interview. The rating assignment was the decision o£ tb.e 
writer and has not been evaluated by an impartial jury or individual 
observer. 
Criteria used to assign a numerical rating to each individual, 
considered the following: 
I Rating No. 
I l - comfortable in talking about death, poised; showed marked depth and insight both subjectively and objectively; 
showed marked self-involvement and acceptance of 
responsibUity. 
2 - quite comfortable in talking about death, poised; showed 
a fair amoun.t o£ insight subjectively and objectively; 
showed self-involvement and responsibility. 
:3 - generally ambivalent in the discussion, some questions 
easier to answer than others; answers sometimes show 
depth; rather defensive, poise unstable at ·times; answers 
tend to give others reactions; tends to evade self-
involvement in death situations. 
4 ... generally- difficult to talk about death; abrupt answers; 
lacking in poise, nervous; answers almost ~ways gave 
others. reactions; evaded self-involvement. 
5'' -·,markedly difficult to talk about death; couldn't seem 
to face the subject under discussion; always tried to 
give others reactions; marked lack of poise manifested 
by extreme nervousness in movements and manner; evaded 
self-involvement. 
I Individual Graphic Rating: 
1
1 
Using the nurses' rating derived from the .graphic rating seale, 
a comparison was drawn between the number of years .of nursing 
II experience and the nurse 1 s ability to 11face death11 in open discussion 
I 
tl 
it 
I 
II . . with the interviewer. Using the mothers' rating derived from the ==#::======·=-=·=----------------·-=-=-~=~L-=-=-==-·--·---· -- ··---- .. ~--- ------- -· --- ·-~-.. ~---
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graphic rating scale, a e~parison was drawn between the amount of 
t;i.me which had elapse(i since the death of the child as well as the 
length of the child's Ulness and the mother1s ability to "face death11 
' 1 .. 
in open discussion with the interviewer. 
TABLE 1. -- Comparison of Nurses and Mothers by t~e Graphic Rating Seale 
Period 
Nurse Experience Rating Mother Time 
' 
Rating of 
Years-Mos. Yrs. -Mos. Illne:ss 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II ----------------------------------------------------------~~ 
l 9 
-
6 1 1 0 .. 1 1 short 
2 42 
-
0 1 2 0 
-
2 1 short 
3 s 
-
6 2 3 0 
-
6 1 short 
4· 4 
-
6 2 4 0 
-
6 l short 
s 14 0 - 3 s 1 0 3 long 
6 2 
-
6 4 6 1 
-
0 4 long 
7 l 
-
6 4 7 1 
-
6 3 medium 
8 2 
-
6 s 8 2 
-
0 3 short 
This seemed to indicate that the nurse's own personal (self) 
concept or philosophy of death varied inversely with her amount of 
nursing experience. It also seemed to indicate that her ability to 
discuss death, as indicated by the assigned rating, might have been the 
point of intersection between her p~rsonality ana the social s,ystem 
11 prescribed by society, which could well rate her performance. It 
·- ,. -..... _________ ..,._,________ -~ I ___  _ _
II 
I . 
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showed that this performance was more acceptable and improved with 
experience. However, as indicated on the graph, at least one case did 
not validate this implication. 
This indicated that in most instances, the mother perhaps, 
by the reality of the crisis, had been forced into accepting the 
death of her child, and thus found the avenue of verbalization a good 
therapeutic measure in working out her grief. It also seemed to 
indicate that the length or period of illness might very well be a 
determining racto1: in the mother's ability to race death as a reality. 
' . 
The graph showed that with longer illnesses, the mother. found it 
li more difficult to discuss the subject of death.. The short-term 
~illnesses were: burns, accidents and pneumonia.. Medium and long .. term 
~~ illnesses were leukemia and aplastic anemia. 
f Strangely enough, nurses' rating in ability to discuss death 
situations showed an average of 2.8 which indicated ambivalence; 
tl while the mothers' average rating was 2.0, which indicated it was 
generally easy for them to talk about the death of their child. This 
1 
was an unexpected disQovery.for the writer .. The reverse had been 
anticipated. Perhaps 'this was in feeling that because <)r the 11role11 
or the nurse, and the £act that nurses are involved in more death 
·situations, they would naturally be able to discuss it more 
( comfortably. In the mean score or the ratings, the nurse showed a 2.5 
II rating, whil.e the mothers showed a 2.0 rating. 'lhl.s seemed to validate 
I the average scores discussed previously. 
I 
II 
• 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
In an attempt to und-erstand the manifestations or grief 
demonstrated by both th~ n\lJ"Se and the mother, each te~ as used is 
defined in sequence:l• 2 
Anger - that intense di~leasure with neither a definite 
degree of intensity nor outward manifestation. 
Avoidance - t9 put actual physical distance between themselves 
and the conflict situation. 
Compensation ~ Rationalization - that sustained for.m of 
combat to fight orr inferiority feelings and the suffering 
from a loss, the act of seeking a substitute tor the reason. 
Rationalization fits one's concept of rea1ity to one's 
impulse and beliefs, and is a .for.m or compensation • 
. 
Denial- to deny the existence of a threat, even if one 
does not actu~ly forget the threat. 
. 
~ - that state or habit or anxious concern • 
. 
Futility - the utter uselessness or the occasion, and a 
severe disappointment is implied. 
Guilt - the fact of having committed a breach or conduct 
or !allure in accepting responsibility. 
Hostility- showing ill will, an act of open enmity. 
,, l 
Identification .... imitating, or placing oneself in the other's 
position, to know how he feels and thinks. 
InadequacY - that feeling of being deficient; insufficient. 
~- that fact of losing, unintentional parting from someone 
who has endeared themselves to a person. 
Relief - feeling of comfort or ease. 
Repression - a non-deliberate process or excluding from 
consciousness all or parts of a conflict situation. 
1. Webster• s New Collegiate Dictionary, (Springfield, Mass: 
G. & c. Merriam Co., 1962 Ed.). 
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Suppression - a deliberate process of excluding £rom 
consciousness all or part of a conflict situation. 
Sympathy ... the acts or capacity of entering into with 
understanding and sharing the feelings of others .. 
NURSES r REACTIONS 
Nurses manifest a criss-cross pattern, or a pattern at cross 
purposes, of covert and overt reactions towards a chlld 1 s death.. We 
find the nurse with both positive and negative reactions toward herself 
and also toward the mother as supported by excerpts of direct remarks 
I' taken from the eight Nurse Interviews .. 
~~ Anger and HostiJ.it.vz When a child died the nurse· showed 
I angry feelings toward herself, other people and situations in general. 
"This discomfort seemed to be quite a common response. Some were 
I 
openly angry with the mother and the female figure. They labeled 
her as "demanding, belligerent, nervous, distrustful, trying, too 
quiet, very cold, hysterical, speechless, frightened, apprehensive, 
unreasonable and one who goes to pieces." They seemed to feel that 
1
: the mother had placed them in this very difficult position of trying 
to help the dangerously ill child. This situation created personal 
I discomfort for the nurse: 
I Toward herself: I resent the loss, especially if the patient was here for a long time, because you get easily attached. 
••• when you are earning a living, you just don't want to 
face this kind of thing. 
• • • after death, if the doctor isn't there it creates a 
I' I 
I 
,I 
I 
l 
I 
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I 
I 
• • • maybe if' this child: had been taken somewhere else, 
where they had better facilities, he might have lived. 
Towards mothers: • • • some parents are belligerent 
against doctors and nurses, as if i.t1s our fault. 
• • • the mother had a very nervous laugh. • • I was 
glad when they were gone, actually. 
• • • at the time of death, a:rry female figure goes to 
pieces. 
They don1t tru.st us, especially when the staff is 
changing shifts. 
Do the,y realize everything possible was done? • • • 
they didn t t seem to. 
• • • sometimes parents can be very trying when you are 
very busy. • • they have a tendency to demand time. 
Mothers are more unreasonable than fathers when it 
comes to accepting procedures. • • well, I guess they 
aren't exactly uncooperative, but they seem to resent 
the treatment. 
I don 1 t like having them around for treatment, because 
it is miserable for us ••• I just ask them to leave. 
••• some mothers are so unreasonable when it comes. 
to treatment, they are excessively demanding, wanting 
help for their sick child. 
~ Avoidance: Some of the nurses tried to put physical distance 
I between themselves and the pending death of the child. Many of the 
I nurses actually avoided aey contact with the parents. It would seem 
that they might feel unable to cope with the problems presented by 
death, so instead of attempting to try, they were absent whenever 
possible. 
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Towards herself: It1s horrible to watch aeyone die. 
I don't like to see a child die. 
I certainly have been lucky • 
die t-rhen I am on duty. 
. . . I al'W'ays pray none 't-lill 
TotoJ"ards the mother: ••• I'm never around when they come. 
I never have anything to ·do with the parents. 
' 
I don't see them, they just want the doctor • 
• • • reel more comfortable if parents "tq'eren't here. 
Xt1 s too dramatic and hard on the parents. 
I Compensation 3l!i!. Rationalization: All of: the nUrses used 
11 tliis method or seeking a substitute for the reason or the child's 
death,. It seemed to be a sustained form or combat to fight orr the 
inferiority feelings and the suffering fran the loss or the child. 
I They rationalized to fit their concept or reality to their own 
j impulses and beliefs. They tended to put their own emotional. needs l first. - Some seemed to be aware or their own feelings and tried to 
understand how others might be affected. Several mentioned the fact 
that it may have been 11God 1 s wp.J.. 11 A few found their feelings vented 
I by placing the bl~e o~ the doctor. or on the parents. 
Towards herself: • • • I can't stand a vegetable ••• 
maybe there's a chance he will survive if it's God's •-rill. 
I 
I I. 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Miracles do happen. • • there is always hope, it depends on 
the illness ••• if you know the child will have difficulty 
in adjusting or living, it's a blessing • 
• • • the death or a child affects you more than an adult. • • 1'1 
yet some are blessings in disguise, while others are a I 
terrific shock. :::.=~:..~ depe:,::;-·-==..--=------=-t-
• • • now I accept it as God's will .and that it just 
1-1~n 1 t meant £or them to pull through • 
• • • then there are somelt i£ they did live, probably would 
grow up as a vegetable, then it would be better if they 
did die ••• 
• • • we aren't modern, but we do have good nursing care • 
• .. • went out to play with the other chlldren in the 
ward, so they wouldn't £eel bad and get too upset ••• 
Towards the mother.: ••• i£ you could reach them mentally, 
you might be able to help them. • • fairly intelligent 
people are more easy to reach. • • maybe -if this chlld 
had gone somewhere else he might have lived. 
• • • maybe they didn 1 t realize the condition. • • 
most of the t:ime the parents aren1t there, they usually 
call the doctor. 
• • • sometimes I would like to tell them, for doctors 
are very abrupt and the parents don't quite seem satisfied. 
a:t:tenrards the nurse must explain. 
• • 
Denial: Some of the nurses denied the existence o£ the threat 
I o£ death, even though they did not actually forget the threat. 
I 
11 No nurse, however, men~ioned or in any way inferred that she held 
I this attitude when talking with the mothers. This seemed to point 
out an ambivalence in denial. The nurse had a need to deny that 
death would come to her patient, yet she was aware of the realistic 
medical picture and its meaning to the anxious parent. She did not 
build up their hope by deeying that death was virtually inevitable. 
Towards herself: They are here and gone. • • when you 
least expect it., •• I guess you just sort of accept it. 
• • 
~ -- -· .. I 
Sometimes the day of expiration the patient seems better. 
asks unusual questions, and seems more talkative.. • • I 
just find it hard to believe. 
I 
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~: Every nurse expressed tha fear of the death situation 
1 on the hospital ward. Many seemed to ~ress their own personal 
fear of death through projection. They ascribed their own unwelcome 
I 
thoughts, wishes and shortcomings on other persons. Only one nurse 
mentioned being afraid o£ the parents. Many of them were afraid to 
be alone. Another expressed her fright of the unknown. Most of them 
. 
seemed to present the picture of a nurse as one 'Who was meant to be 
immune from such feelings; yet they gave evidence of their own 
humanness, but found great difficulty in verbalizing it. Two nurses 
shed a few tears as ~hey said they couldn't face the fact of death. 
This seemed to speak for their fears. 
Towards hersel:f: If you are alone, you are more apt to 
fall apart. 
I let the doctor take over the situation, I feel bad 
and nervous. • • the first time a child died, it took 
the pins out from under me. • • we were two nurses 
together am rrr:r partner showed it outt-rardly btlt I 
showed it inwardly. • • l thank the Lord the students 
weren't around, they would ha:ve been upset. 
I always look at those two rooms because 11it11 has 
happened there. 
I felt bad about it for a few days after it happened. 
I don't think I will ever change my feelings of the 
dread of death. 
I feel ver,y distraught. 
• • 
I'm afraid I 1ll get hurt, so I ,try not to get involved. 
You are so frightened when someone is dying that you 
need help; most people just have a natural fear of death. 
probably because they don't know too, too mu.ch about 
it .... it's that unknown thing ••• hard to say until 
you face it yourself. 
• • 
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Towards the mother: :t would like to know about the chUd 
from the parents, but you wouldn 1 t dare to ask them at 
that t:ime. 
Futility: All deaths stir up some of the feelings described 
here, but many of the nurses found it very hard to accept the death 
48. 
of the child. They expressed their severe disappointment that a child 
hadn1t lived his life yet. They seemed to be saying that it just isn't 
fair for one so young. Two nurses felt that it was easier to accept 
an adult 1 s death than that of a child. 
' 
••• it's harder to accept a child's death than it is 
an adult's • 
• • • you know you are never going to see them agam, 
it's such a complete separation ••• you just don't 
expect children to die. 
somet:bnes I feel their death is really unnecessary, they 
haven't lived their life yet. 
I 
Guilt: Every nurse manifested some degree (Z)f guilt feelings, 11 
though some were more intense than others. Some feJ.t guilty because 
of their inadequacy or carelessness or .for things they couldn't do. 
!I others fel.t guilty for their own selfish attitude toward the situation I of the immediate death and their nursing care. Many of the guilt I feelings experienced b.1 the nurses were caused because of their 
seeming desire to help the parents durmg this t:ime of crisis. They 
found facilities and some hospital procedures inadequate. They fel.t 
parents were being watched as they waited, and they had no place to 
keep them S!l/ay from the 11eye of the public. 11 Others wanted to express 
their understanding by giving a oup of tea or coffee, but said this 
I 
,, 
l 
I 
I 
was not penni tted. They wanted permission fo;t' the parents to be able 
to talk directly with the hUt'se or doctor on the ward, instead o:r I taking relaYed messages £r~ the,telephone operator. some expressed 
guilt because they could Jlot :j.nfonn the parents of the death 
I 
personal.ly. ~~ :re:tt that telegrams were too frightening and 
impersonal. This problem of gtXil t seemed to be one o:r the greatest 
concerns of the nur~e. 
Towards het-§f21:r: ••• ~ get hurt no matter what, so I'd 
rathe:r;- help them, othe~ise I 1d feel guilty. 
• • • if he dies because of cB.l'elessness, or surgical 
infection, then I :reel bad. 
I don't know, in a way- I was glad, because he was burned, 
• • • but I felt sorr,v because he was conscious. 
I £ee1 very distraught, when it could have been reversed 
if proper medical attention had been given. 
• • • although someone says you should l.ook at it 
objectively, you still consider it subjectively, maybe 
this is wrong? 
Towards the mother: • • • I'd :reel wrong if I didn't permit 
his parents to stay- torith him. 
,, 
I feel badly about having the parents stay out :m the 
corridor, because people are alway-s watching • 
• • • many parents don't have a telephone, so a telegran 
is sent. • • it would have been nicer if someone could 
t 
tell them. • • most people have a dreaded fear of telegrams. 
• • • I wish we had a place for them to sit and relax, 
and be within calling distance ••• an opportunity to 
offer them coffee • 
• • • the parents call in, after a child has died, the 
operator calls the wards ••• we can1t tell because we 
don t t know if the parents have been told. • • so we ask 
for their number and tell them, the doctor t-rlll call. 
I 
I 
- -·--
1 
I 
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• • • it would be nice i:( we Iw.d facilities to take care of 
parent~ who •dsh to stay with tJ::e child during this time. • • 
we can do nothing to make them comfortable. • • if they 
could stay, and not feel 1they were ·abandoning the child. • • 
would like to give them c;offee ,or tea if possible, though 
we are not supposed to do so. ~ 
When parents can't visit, it is very difficult for them to 
contact the nurses and doctors ••• I think they should 
have per.mission to talk to the nurse on the ward. • • it is 
very difficult for them to hear from the telephone operator, 
who may scream out at then in a hurry, 11D. L. and 
condition samen. • • 
I donJt like to relay the information through the operator, 
it seems so very impersonal ••• would like the ward, or 
the nurse who is taking qare ot tm child to talk direct:cy 
to the parents. 
Identification: At ~east three nurses put themselves in the 
I place of the mother's position, in trying to understand how she felt. She seemed to be going this to emphathize with the mother in her hour 
of grief. 
I put myself in the place of the mother, and I know it hurts • 
. 
• • • I wonder how I'd feel if it were ~ child? 
Inadeguagy:: Almost all of the nurses expressed their feeling 
of finding themselves inadequate. Some were more concerned 't-lith 
their own personal inadequacy towards the death si 'tuation, while 
others felt they were inadequate in meeting the demands and needs of I the parents. Some seemed to feel they were a stranger to the mother, 
I 
I and hence as a stranger should not be expected to meet the emotional needs evidenced by the mother. Two nurses placed the blame for their 
inadequacy on an ethical basis. They felt that many questions and 
needs could not be answered because it would involve bringing other 
50 • 
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people into the picture, and perhaps complicate the already tense 
situation. This problem o£ inadequacy together 'With avoidance of the 
death situations seemed to point out that many nurses did not give 
themselves an opportunity to really .f'ind out if they could adequately 
meet the problems and cope with death situations. Two nurses felt 
that they had increased their ability to be adequate during death 
crisis, by their years of experience. They seemed to be saying that 
,51. 
as they had tried to £ace it openly and honestly; they were discovering 
for themselves, that they were more adequate than even they had 
I anticipated. Perhaps the nurse has underrated herself by not giving herself an opportunity to try to meet the needs. I Towards herself: ••• s0111etimes there is very littJ.e a 
nurse can offer • 
• • • they are here and gone, there is not much I can do. 
Sometimes I don't !mow wha~ to say- or do. 
• • • other times you just wonder what you would do. 
Towards the mother: ••• npt ·too lliilch anyone can do ••• 
usually the parents have each othe.r ••• being a stranger 
atd all_, I 1m not very aggressive. 
• • • there is very little a nurse can do to help the 
family, it~•s a very personal thing ••• you can just 
express your sympathy. 
• • • these people are strangers. • • you do feel bad, 
but there is nothing you can say, except you1re sorey. 
They are looking for hope, continuing to ask the nurse 
for bits of information. • • asking the nurse questions 
which she can 1 t answer ethically. 
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~: All of the nurses discovered. that in caring for the. chUd 
' they had invested in him a part of themselv'E:fs as well as their nursing 
skills. ''.They had come to love the child. They expressed a real hurt 
and felt let-down when the child d;ted. Many o£ thes~ feelings seemed 
to be centered around the attachment which had grown strong, during 
,, 
a long illness. This seemed to personalize the loss. It also stands 
out as a positive affirmation that nurses are human and do care enough 
to get involved, though they are at-late of the hurt that will follow. 
~ •• Iwan~-~o get someone to share EY hurt. 
. . 
The longer a child is here yoU. get attached and more ·of 
your feelings get invol:Ved ••• I try to hold back, but 
nurses are human; the~ are very professional and cold-
blooded outwai'dly, but inwardly shaking. • • we are supposed 
to hold everything back and try to be professional in 
front of the students, and it is hard when you feel bad. 
• • • you cant t get very philosophical if you have had the 
child for a long time. • • you are not as attached to one 
t-rho has a shorter term illness ••• this taught me a lesson 
to never really get attached. • • felt a terrific let-down, 
like losing someone of your own. • • not emotionally good, 
it really shook me up ••• but I guess time heals a lot of 
wounds. 
I felt bad about it for a few days after it happened, you 
feel so bad, because you get attached to them. 
I resent the loss, especially if the patient was here for 
a long time, because you get eas~ attached • 
• • • some are rather sad, you get rather attached, 
especially when there is hope. 
Relief: Several of the nurses expressed relief at the death 
of the child. Even when they mentioned it, they were apologetic with 
the interviewer, for they did not v:rant anyone to feel that they were 
cold about- death. ~They felt that death was a relief, especially 
=:f.t==== -=- =-====-= ------ ----
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when a child was severely burned, and wou;Ld have experienced a long 
period of recovery, with possible body deformation. Of all of those 
who expressed relief, they did qualify this by saying that it depends 
upon the illness. No nurse expressed or inferred that she would 
share this sense of relief with the mother. 
• • • depends on the illness, if you kno'ti' he will have 
difficulty in adjusting or living, it's a blessing • 
• • • m~ times it's a great relief • 
• • • in a way I was glad, because he was so badly burned. 
• • • it's al'tiays a relief when one doesn't have to suffer. 
Repression: This non-deliberate process of excluding from the 
consciousness all or part of the death situation was shown by some 
I 
of the nurses. This was evidenced by the denial of the impending 
death: 
I would try to prepare the parents if I thought the ch:Ud 
was going to die. 
I didn't expect the child to die, even when he was on 
the danger list. 
• • • right then I was more concerned about the other 
children in the ward. 
Suppression: Some of the nurses deliberately excluded from 
I consciousness all or parts of the death situation. Two said this was 1necessary when you worked with student nurses, to keep the proper I respect betti'een student and graduate nurs13s. · This attitude was 
equated ld th 11being professional. 11 • Others perhaps could not find 
the proper way of working out their grief, so had chosen to 
---~~============================ ==-=====#=11 =---
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deliberately refrain from thinking ~bout death. The two nurses 
who expressed this attitude were ver,v nervous and generally unable 
1 l to discuss death during the interview. 
i 
j I try to have a poker face and be professional, I feel 
I badly emotional, but can't .in front of the students. 
I I 1d rather keep busy so I can1t think about it ••• 
I'd rather not talk about it, and just push the whole 
thing out of mw mind. • • just forget it. 
I Positive Reactions: At least f'our or the nurses f'elt that in I -I their experience with death situations, there had been some positive 
1 aspects of J.earning. .One realized only recently that death has a l different meaning to young people, and that everyone reacts differently. 
! Another felt she had really learned a very important lesson which had 
helped her to become a better member of the nursing team. She no 
I longer assumed the attitude that she was the only one able to care for 
the child; instead she had leamed to keep a healthy line of 
detachment, and yet show real involvement and empathy. Two nurses 
expressed their views that for some time they had been able to think 
about death only in a subjective manner, but now they were trying to 
be objective .also. Six nurses had discovered that it helped to 
share· their emotional hurt and grief with someone else, either another 
nurse or the doctor. 
• • • death has a different meaning to young people. • • 
they don1t think of it, they are well and strong, this 
is just natural.. 
II 
I! 
l 
• • • it taught me a lesson. • • through it I have become 1 
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the attitude that "nobody can tak~ care or this child as 
well as I can." I.have learned to keep a certain line or 
detachment, yet really care rot tlle child • 
• • • everyone reacts differently • 
• • • you can form. a strong attachment, and I have learned 
to be realistic about the si tuatipn, somet:imes the nurse 
is extremely drawn to a child if they need emotional support. 
• • • there are different attacl:nnents. • .. though I still 
look at it mostly subjectively, I am try1ng to be objective 
also. 
• • • it helps to share your emotional hurt with another 
nurse, gives you someone to lean on • 
.. • • yes, I want to talk it over with the doctors, to find 
the cause and all about it, it helps me when I talk about it. 
• • .. • the doctor usually comes down, if we have any questions 
we talk With him, about the therapy, nursing care and all. • • 
t-rhich toJould have helped. I like to talk to someone, especially 
if' it is sudden. 
Sympathy and Understanding: Several oi' the nurses evidenced 
varying degrees oi' understanding and sympathy towards the mothers. 
They were considerate o£ the older parent, and the parent who felt 
the child's death was their own fault. They were conscious oi' the 
emotional stress involved. Two nurses were concerned about the 
financial burden this hospitalization would have on the family budget. 
Others shO't-red a real understanding of the part aul ture and religion 
I plays in the reactions o£ the mother. It· was interesting to note 
that no nurse inferred or mentioned that culture and religion ~ also 
have had an effect upon her reactions towards the mother. 
Many times parents are older,. and with only one child, 
.. • ... losing this child means .very much to them. • • I 
£eel sorr.y for them, it*s quite a shock. 
.I ll 
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I felt sorry for the mother, beca.llse she felt she was to 
blame. 
I just try to spend more tilne with them and try to answer 
all their questions ••• try to take them into a private room. 
If you feel like this is going to be a shock we try to prepare 
the parents. • • we usually ask the doctor to talk over the 
patient's condition. Think I 1d like to have them know that 
we haven't been withholding patient's condition • 
• • • for many it's a financial burden, I feel sorry for them, 
they mention the pa;yment of bills ••• I referred them to 
the social worker. 
I try to let parents talk and look at the child. • • then I 
suggest that they go home for a whjJ.e or take a break for a 
cup of coffee. 
Italians are very emotional, they break down ••• if the 
priest could cane over this would help. 
Lots of their emotion~ feelings depend upon their nationality. 
• • • the Italian people carry on, cry, yell, you just feel 
like you should get out of the way, the family consoles them. 
• • • the Jewish are similar. 
• • • there is language difficul.ty with some parents. 
• • • they are usual.ly seen by the Priest or Chaplain in the 
accident room before they are admitted ••• otherwise we 
ask the parents if they want one called. 
Summary of Nurses I reactions tot11ards herself and towards the 
Mother: The variety of positive and negative reactions manifest by 
the nurees, along with the ambivalence rating shown .fran the graphic 
rating scale seemed to indicate that there are many undetected and I unresolved problems amongst the nursjng profession, in meeting death 
! situations. The main areas which seem to~ demand study and the finding ~ of a 0gr0ld.ng edge" of understanding in nursing areo 
I • • • the nurse 1 s view of her own self philosophy tO't'rards 
death. 
I 
J 
I 
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• • • the nurse t s view of her acceptance of responsibility 
• to society; human relations and understanding. • • a 
comprehensive ~ook at the mother and her loss. We might 
call it a reaching out for objectivity. 
• • • a correlation of these two can make for a better 
sense of achievement and satisfaction in a job well done. 
thus eliminating the great thorny problems of fru.stration. 
• • 
S7· ·I 
I 
f} As the nurses have portrayed in manY" ways, it would be well to consider 
I again Freud r s viewpoint of death in which he states: 
I
f consideration for the dead, who no longer need it, is dearer 
to us than the tru.th, and certainly for must of us, is ! dearer also than consideration for the living.3 
ll This might be considered both in a positive aspect tmrards the nurse's 11 
J reaction towards herself and in her reactions towards the mother. With 
this consideration and study of the previously mentioned areas of the 
nurses' "growing edge11 will come insight to more and more nurses. 
They will find that they are more adequate than at first they could 
imagine. They will discover that to be lmman is a nomal and natural I thing expected of: nurses, wbo are first of all individuals and then 
1 nurses. 
3· Freud. op. cit., P• 304. 
I 
I 
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MOTHERS' REACTIONS 
t" ';f 
The mothers in this study also manifest a criss-cross pattern 
of covert and overt reactions tot-1ards their child 1 s death. At first, 
some mothers did not want to discuss the nurse, because they seemed 
to hold the nurse's role as undisputed .... one of service, mostly 
ll of a mechanical nature. 
l 
Then, some did venture out as they shared 
I the stor,r of their intense grief. Some described the nurse as too 
1 busy, so young and inexperienced, or too attached and stern. Some 
felt misunderstood and ignored by the nurse. One mother said, "Ir 
only the nurse there in the hospital would have listened to me as you 
1 are doing now ••• it would have helped so much. 11 To the mothers the 
I hospital was the place of service, where you -are ~ared for. Almost 
unknowingly she also seemed to say that in the hospital she felt she 
should find medical personnel who were interested in her as a person. 
who would give her reassurance and sympathy. I .Anger and llOstilltr: Scone tested the nurses aonaem by 
• • 
hostility and avoidance. Others showed anger towards the nurse beca1,\se 
she did not answer their questions. One felt the nurse was too 
attached to her child. 
Towards the nurse: ••• they wouldn't take t:ime to answer 
my questions. 
• • • they held her a lot aDi she real;ly acted like she 
knew them better than me ••• it sorta made me feel bad. 
II 
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The older nurses are too s~rn. • • even when my little 
girl was on the danger list, she wouldn•t let my husband 
come in with me to v.tsi t on Thursc;lay evening. They said 
visitors were limited to one and after we bought our 
groceries on that night, we wanted to come to the hospital 
to see our child. The older nurse wouldn 1 t let more than 
one of us in for even a few minutes. 
Avoidance: Some mothers avoided the actual death situation, 
I I because it seemed to confront them with the real. fear of death. 
Towards herself: I didn1t go back ••• it took too much 
out or me. 
] quit going to see him. • • I couldn 1 t stand to see him 
suffer • 
• . • I just couldn't come to stay with her ••• it was awful. 
Towards the nurse: I just quit going to the hospital, 
because I didn't understand it all, and nobody would tell me. 
Compensation and Rationalization: One mother found a 
substitute reason for the nurse's inabilities to meet her needs. 
Other mothers seemed to seek reasons for their child's death. These 
reasons were .helping her to compensate for her loss, and were her 
way of adapting ani accepting the present, grief. One mother felt 
perhaps the child would have been abnormal, and in her thinking, this 
justified the loss. They tried to present logical reasons in regard 
to each child's illness that gave the interV"iewer reason to believe 
they were trying to face reality. 
Towards herself: • • • you think, well, if he wouldn r t have 
been normal, and would have such terrible scars a].l.."Jover his 
face and all ••• well I guess it's better that li'ay., 
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I kept telling myself he would pull through. • • he had lots 
of fight in him. • • maybe if I wouldn't have worried so 
much. • • and let him see me. 
I kept thinking she would make it. • • maybe if I 1 d 
prayed harder. 
He'd have been sick all or his life, and would not have 
been able to keep up with his twin brother. • • I think 
6o. 
it's better that -he went so fast ••• now don't take me wrong •• 
I loved him, but you know. 
. . 
Towards the nurse: Nowadays there aren't arry "Florence 
Nightengales11 ••• then, say twenty years ago, nurses' 
whole life was centered around nursing. • • now they have 
too many other things on their mind. • • probably thinking 
about their next day off, they are only eighteen or so 
years old, so can •t understand how you feel. • • unless you 
have had something like this happen to you then you can • t 
understand. • • These young ones don't know how you feel, 
they try to console out of ~heir own feelings ••• they 
haven 1 t time. 
Denial; Some mothers denied the existence of the threat of 
II death even though they had been told it was inevitable. This seemed I to be one o£ the forms of rationalization to compensate for their loss. 
I just tvouldn1t give up ••• I just made up my mind he wasn't I going to die. • • and I wouldn't accept any other suggestions. 
~ 
·I 
I 
' 
I wouldn 1t listen. • • the nurses could have talked a blue 
streak. • • I wouldn 1 t have paid any attention. 
• • • when I got there and they told me he was gone, I 
just couldn1t believe it. 
~:All-mothers expressed their actual fear of death as 
I I 
J related to their child, and scme projecteQ. their own personal !I I feelings as well. This seemed to confirm the present-day thinking 
1 of the majority that death is mysterious and feared because of the 
I 
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unkn~. Two mothers seemed to be ~speci-ally frightened and preferred 
I 
I not to talk about it to the :Hurses who hal;i taken care of their child 
II when he died. All fears were centered on. themselves. No mother 
1[ in any way had a fear towards the nurse as a person. 
I Towards hersel£: .I 1m afraid of d~ath.. • • ~et1 s face it. 
I I I was so shocked and stunned ••• I felt so bad. 
' I was afraid when we took him in that he wouldn't make it. 
Towards the nurse: I W'ou;Ldn t t want anyone to talk about it 
to me if they see me again in the hospital ••• I'm still 
too frightened. 
I was afraid I was going' cr~~· •• it was just too 
frightening ••• couldn1t t# a.bout it for months ••• 
still am afraid, so I wouldn1\ want the nurses to talk 
about it. 
Futility: All. of the mothers found it hard to accept the 
death of their child. They expressed their severe disappointment 
tbat their child hadn't lived his life as yet. They couldn1t under-
t stand the 11w~" of death, when their little girl was the leader, their 
boy was so.bright, and.when their little girl was the father's pet. 
They all felt that it wasn't fair, yet many rationalized that perhaps 
I don't know wby it had to happen to~' he was only eight 
years old, he hadn1t lived his life yet. 
I don 1 t know wby she had to be the one. • • she was the 
leader of the other children. 
I He was such a bright boy. • • he was conscious up until the I last. I can't understand it all. 
II . • why did' it have to happen to her, she was her father's =+=-~-~-~- . ~ 
I 
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· pet. • • went everywhere with him, ;f:ishing and all. 
Guilt: The mothers were concerned.most or all with their guilt 
and loss. Some felt actually to bl~e tor their child's death, 
because they had not been the best parents in seeing that the child 
obeyed. Others felt they had been neglectful in home duties, when 
• they had been visiting a neighbor. Many or them blamed the death 
I 
II 
ot their child on themselves because they had not been as religious as 
they£elt the,y should have been. No mother projected any or her guilt 
on the nurse. 
Towards herself: I thought I 1d warned the children enough 
about pl~ing with their sled in the street. • • I guess 
somehow I failed. 
I don't know what I did tirong. 
I was aJifay from home at the time, maybe it could have been 
prevented. 
I always told them not ever to light matches or use the 
candle when I was not with them ••• ,I don't know why she 
did. • • I guess I tailed. -
I guess I didn't watch her close enough. 
I wish I'd have been more faithful in attending church. 
I'm not ver,r good at keeping EW .religion. 
• • 
I think if' my minister tv-ould have come to the hospital it 
would have helped ••• But I wasn't going to church then ••• 
so. • • 
It I 1d have had a rabbi, priest, or minister, I don't care 
who, that w·Oilld have been there when we took her in, that 
would have been better. 
• 
• • • maybe if' a priest or minister would have come to see 
her, you see I'm Protestant, but my littl~ girl .just loved 
the Sisters in the school down the street. She was alweys 
going down to talk to them and said she was go~ to be 
.I 
II 
I 
I 
a Sister when she was big. • • I wished now I 1d have had 
her baptized b.f the priest. • • I asked one to go to see 
her and he asked me if she was a Catholic ••• so I don't 
know if anyone went to see her or not. • • I feel sort of 
bad about it now. 
Identification: At least two mothers put themselves in the 
place of the nurse, in trying to understand how she felt. They 
I seemed to be doing this to show that they. did not blame the nurse 
I 
for their child • s death, and to· .let her know that they appreciated 
her help. 
• • • I 1 ve never seen such a hard working group of 
nurses. • • I think they ought to get their salary raised. 
They were always working hard and trying to get the 
needed things done. • • must be hard for then tihen they 
have so little help with all those kids around ••• I 
know I couldn • t manage them. 
it 1 the crisis. Maey times this inadequacy was the actual cause of part 
Inadequacy: All mothers felt they were inadequate in meeting 
I 
of their guilt. Some felt perhaps more money would have helped. 
Others wanted to do something, but just couldn't seem to understand 
what they could do, or how they could do it. One mother was 
particularly conscious of her own emotional instability which she 
I saw as a real inadequacy in meeting her child·• s need for love and 
personal attention. No mother ope~ stated that she felt the nurse I was inadequate, but her feelings towards the nurse di.d ccane ont l through the anger she expressed when they would not answer her 
I qu~stions, or avoided her. This was perhaps her ~ay of saying that 
l in giving emotional support the.=: we"" ~ate._-- - -----
""!~= --- ----
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Towards herself: I just didn't Impw how to he1p, I would 
have done anything, or spen;t;_a.ny ~ount of money if it 
would have helped • 
. I had trouble ge.tting a babysitter for my other childrene • • 
I felt I ought to come ard stay with her, you've got to 
. do something. 
What can you do? ••• it1s' so fr11strating. 
All I could do was stay at home and pray. 
• • • you want to help;- but what can you do? 
• • • he was burned so badly, and I wanted to see h:lm, but 
I just couldn t t stand up under it. and I didn r t want him 
to see me cry.. I was afraid it would upset him. 
We took her to the hospital several times before this ••• 
but even with all this medical attention, there just 
didn't seem to be much that we could do. 
Loss: As stated previously, all mothers were mostly concerned 
with their loss and guilt. This loss was that unintentional parting 
from that little child who had endeared themselves to the mother 
in so many little ways. Maey of the children were their mother's 
helpers, their companions in sports and a' leader amongst the other 
t 
. children. Their departure left hurt in the heart of the mothers. 
One mother very vividly described her loss as a 11chunk right out of 
my heart." Others could not seem to explain their loss in words, but 
their facial expressions let the interviewer know that it had cut a 
I deep groove in their own emotional pattern and was a real loss to the I family as a unit. Another expressed its ache and the real suffering 
involved as she talked about the opening of a wound. Theirs t<Vas 
a more intense loss than that suffered by the nurses, for not only 
64. 
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were they attached, but so very realistically a part of their very 
flesh. Some mothers cried as they expressed their loss. 
It's awful without her, I miss her so much ••• she helped 
me around the house and with the o~er children, though 
she was only six. 
IR d just been told I couldn t t have any more babies and I 
was feeling very bad ••• the hurt gets less with t:ime. 
• • • it's a terrible loss around the house. e • not just 
to me, but his twin brother is so terribly upset. • • he 
just can r t sleep at night. • • it has really upset our 
family • 
• • e he was rrry oldest, we miss him so much ••• he always 
played and entertained the little children in the neighborhood • 
• • • I tell you, he went everywhere with me, fishing, to 
the beach, boating and all ••• I don't know what I'll do 1
1 this summer, I just can't stand to go to the beach without I 
him. We gave him every bit of fun an eight year old boy j 
could have. • • the hurt and the loss is just too hard 
for me to explain. 
• • • every time my four year old asks me questions about 
her, it's like opening up a wound ••• it hurts so much 
inside ••• she was my helper • 
• • • when a mother leaves her child in the hospita1 • , • 
it takes a chunk right out of her heart, I'm telling you. 
Repression: At least two mothers used the non-deliberate 
process of excluding from their conscious thinking the impending death 
of the child, because they apparently could not accept it. 
'• 
I knew they didn't expect him to last long • but I didn r t 
think it would happen that dq, so I didn't go in. 
• • • my husband told me he was bad that evening, and asked 
me to go to see him, but I said I'd wait until tomorrow 
when I felt better. • • and he died that night. 
I 
II 
Suppression: Two mothers delibera.tely refused to talk about 
the chUd' s death in an attempt to .exclude it from their conscious 
thinking. This was their way of trying to forget it entirely. They 
both showed what could be listed as morbid grief reactions, because 
1 
they had not discovered for quite some time the value of worldng out 
their grief through talking about it. 
I At first I wouldn 1 t talk about it. • • but it hurt so mu.ch inside me ••• 
•- •.• for about six months I wouldn1t talk about it to 
my husband or my daughters ••• for a year, I w011ldn1t 
even use his name. I was trying to forget it ••• I still 
won't hang his picture up, or even get it framed ••• maybe 
I can forget that way. 
Positive Reactions of Learning: Several mothers felt that 
they were now able to understand others whose child had died.• because 
they themsel.ves had suffered and faced the reali'Gr of death. Six 
of ·the mothers h¢ J.earned the positive way of working through their 
grief by- talking about it and 'sharing it with others and with their 
spiritual leaders. 
• • • now I believe I know how to sympathize with anyone 
who loses their child: 
I discovered if I talk about it, I feel l?etter. · 
••• at first I wouldntt talk ab011,t it, but I had su.ch 
a hurt inside of me ••• now I talk about it and it makes 
me feel better. 
• • • if I go to the hospital again, I would want the nurses 
to mention it. • • talking about it seems to help. 
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S:ympathetic, Kind and Understanding: All ot the mothers 
expressed· some degree ot gratitude ";towards the nurses. Some seemed 
more appreciative than others. They described the nurse as helpful., 
sympathetic, kind, understanding and not prejudiced. These positive 
reactions stand high on the- list, :f6r the mother seemed to see past 
the loss ot he~ child and realize that the nurse had done much tor 
her during this time. 
• • • they were so good to her, kept her pop in the 
refrigerator ••• they just did everything she asked. 
They spent a lot ot time 'With him. • • playing games tor 
him, gave him 'l'. V. to watch, trying to keep him :from. 
suffering. He really. got attached to them. • • They kept 
the same nurses on with him all ot the time. 
They were wonderful to her, I tell you she had everything 
to play with she wanted. • • they really paid lots ot 
attention to her, and this really helped ••• you can't give 
a child too much attention. 
She was kind and opened the tent to let me look in at him, 
when I asked about his breathing. 
The nurse'S talked to me and told me they were sorry, and 
that thef Would try to do their best. They were very 
kind and seemed to understand. 
I liked the younger nurses better, they seemed so happy 
and cheerful •.. They-let me teed her, it makes you :feel 
better it you are doing something tor your child. The 
yQunger nurses would let us visit and see the baby together. 
We appreciate this ••• 
A nurse who has been a mother seems to understand better. 
• • • oh yes, they were very f'rank with me. • • this is fair. 
I was glad the nurses and the doctors were honest with me, 
that way I didn't get my hopes up real high and then have 
a big let-down and be all disappointed. 
==~~==-~~~~~=--=================--===-=--=~-=-~=-============~~===== 
If I 1ve ever needed any medical help, I 1ve always been 
able to get it here. • • let's face it, there is not as 
much prejudice here as in the South, my husband and his 
family are all from the South. 
I'm telling you, any t:ime one oi' my kids gets sick, I 1m 
taking them to that hospital. • • they sUre do stand by 
you, and have alwtqs helped me and the i'amily. 
Summar:v oi' Mother's reactiohs towards herseli' ani towards the 
" 
Nu~~.; The varie'Gv oi' positive and negative reactions manifest by 
68. 
th~ mother, coupled with the 11 generally easy11 rating shown i'rom the 
graphic rating scale, seemed to ilidicate that mothers did not have 
nearly as many negative reactions towards the nurse in death situations 
as the nurses did toward both the mothers ard themse~ves. In many 
instances she £ound ways to :work out her griei' by sharing it ani 
talking it over w:i,.th others. The mothers manii'est a great amount 
oi' gratitude, which seemed to· give evidence that they saw the humanity 
ot the nurse, even though their own personal loss coUld have been I termed greater. Perhaps this is a picture of objectivity pr~sented 
by the mothers to the nursing profession. Her main problems were 
centered around her own personal guilt and loss. 
l 
COMPARISON .Q! NURSES' &m ;,;;MO;.;;T::.;;::;HERS=' REACTIONS 
These reactions will be compared briei'ly, to be considered as 
possible undetected and unresolved problems arising i'rom death 
situations as a. problem oi' meaning. 
-·---===-=-=-=··=~-=-=-- -·--- =========-======= ===~=-=-----
Anger and HostUi ty: The nut"ses evidenced much more anger 
~d hostility towards themselves. ana also towards the mothers.· The 
mothers evidenced it in a much lesser degree towards the nurses, 
and not at all towards themselves. 
Avoidance: Four nurses ani £our mothers avoided the death 
situation. Most nurses very pointedly avoided the mothers, and on one 
occasion a mother avoided the nurse. 
I 
Compensation and Rationalization: :More o£ the nurses seemed to 
i openly r~t~nalize and try to compensate £or the death eon:t:lict than 
did th~ mothers. Four of the nurses rationalized the mother1·s 
I reactions, while onlY two o£ the mothers rationalized the nurse's 
reactions. 
l I Denial: Four o£ the nurses and £our mothers denied the II existence of the threat o£ death. 
I 
!!£: lfurses and mothers were unanimous in expressing their 
£ear o£ death. One nurse expressed £ear towards the parents, while 
no mother stated ~ £ear toward the nurse. 
Futilit:v: Four o£ the nurses and all o£ the mothers found it 
very di££iaul t to accept the death o£ the child. 
I Guilt: All nurses and all mothers manifest guilt reactions. 
I However, only part o£ the nurses• reactions were directed toward her 
own personal inadequacy·. Many of the nurses 1 reactions o£ guilt were 
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I explained by stating they felt that, a laclt of physical facilities 
1 inhibited their ability to care for the mothers. The mothers all 
manifest marked personal guilt tmvards themselves. 
Identification: Three l11lrses put themselves in the place of 
the mother~ Two mothers identified with the mrse and tried to 
understand hotv she felt. 
Inadequacy: Almost ~ of the nurses arid all of the mothers 
felt themselves inadequate in meeting the childis death. Most of 
70. 
the l11lrses felt they were inadequate in meeting the needs of the 
mothers. No mother actually stated she felt the nurse was inadequate, 
however, she did express through anger and in other ways her £eeling 
that the l11lrses wer~ inadequate in giving emotional support. 
~: Both the nurses and the mothers felt the loss of the 
child. However, one cannot but wonder at the intensity of the pain 
and suffering of the mother who was more strongly attached to the 
child, and yet did not evidence as much anger as the nurse, who had 
known the child for a relatively short period of time. It caused 
one to 'tvonder if there is not an 11 automatic numbing" in one's 
emotional feelings when the loss is so very personal., to help the 
mothers cope with it during the crisis, until they learned to work out 
their grief. .:rt also caused one to wonder if the nurse, who had not 
gone through this actual deep suffering had not received the same 
measure of 11 automatic numbing", and thus was not emotionally equipped 
to cope with the loss. 
==~~=-=·~----======~~==========-=·=·=-===·-=--======= ======iF==-·-
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Relief': Five of' the nurses expressed relief' at the death of' 
the chUd. No mother expressed this :feeling. No nurse stated or 
inferred that she would express this same feeling of relief' to the 
mother. 
Repression: Three nurses and two mothers used this non-
deliberate process of' excluding i'rom consciousness all or part of the 
death situation. This was thl')ir unconscious way of coping t-dth 
feelings .of loss. 
Suppression: Four of the nurses and. ~two of' the mothers 
deliberately excluded i'rom consciousness all or parts of the death 
situation. This was their conscious method of trying to cope with 
it.-
Positive Reactions: Both nurses and mothers i'ound tiays of 
positive thinking. The nurses expressed theirs mostly in learning 
i'or themselves. Mothers felt that their most positive reactions 
were towards being able to understand others in grief • 
. 
· S:vmpath.y and understandipg: Several nurses evidenced various 
degrees of understanding toward the mothers. · This t-Tas centered q.ro'\:m.d 
em9tional, :financial, cultural and religious understand:ing. No nurse 
I inferred or mentioned that culture or religion may have also had an 
effect upon her reactions towards the mother. All of the mothers 
expressed gratitude and seemed to see beyond their ow.n personal loss • 
. 
Two mothers felt the nurse showed understanding of their culture and 
II 
I 
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~ts effect on their feelings in death crisis. 
These l-rere the observations and opinions o£ one person 
interacting with sixteen other adUlts. The classification o£ the 
data under the different manifestations o£ grief -could in some cases 
be q~estionsd, as they were not ~ecifically so categorized by anyone 
else. The nature o£ the role assumed by the writer as interviewer 
·car.r.Led with it certain inherent conflicts. As a nurse, there was 
the intense hope that the nurses being interviewed would show depth 
and insight in both a subjective and objective w~ when meeting 
death situations. Somet:Unes the writer found herself struggling to 
refrain from giving suggestions, or from defending the parents. Same 
of the attitudes, reactions or w~s o£ coping with de·ath were not of 
her own solutions. This proved very difficult to do. Du.ring the 
visits with the mothers the m:o:i.ter found herself with two concerns: 
(1) sharing the grief with the mother, (2) trying to defend the 
nursing profession. 
J 
,./Here we would point out again that how each individual nurse 
and mother responds will be detemined in a great degree by her 
I personality determinates such as her own capacities, temperaments, 
attitudes, disposition, needs am motives, cognitive sty.j:e and values. 
Her concept or· culture, each situation as it presents itself, and 
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her role in society will also be formative factors basic to her personal 
reactions.. Therefore, observations used in this data can only be taken 
at face value, without the knowledge of these factors. 
---=-~~======~~-==-=-== --- ===================================ili==-=-==-=-=-
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CHAPrER V 
SUMMARY t CONCLUSIONS 
I 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
TJ:U,s study has been primarily exploratory in nature. 
I There i~ little information on death and the immediate needs encountered 
by the f'~ in the hospital situations; or how the n\lrse sees and 
understands the situations, thus enabling her to give emotional 
support and comfort to the £amily. These problems centered around 
the meaning of' death have been the major d-etermining factor in the 
selection of' this problem o£ study:- Death as a Problem of' Meaning -
A Study o£ Problems encountered by Nurses and Mothers When a ChUd 
Dies • 
... J Literature review was developed around philosophical, 
theological, sociological, psychological and research concepts o£ 
I 
death. It seems. to direct:cy substantiate the findings of' the 
investigator; therefore the conclusions drawn £rom the presentation 
of' the data could be interpreted as somewhat objective. 
Presentation and analysis of' the interview data showed the 
use o£ two main tools. The graphic rating scale was used to rate 
each individual nurse's and mother's abilit,r to talk about death 
with the interviewer. NUrses showed a rating denoting ambivalence, 
! while the mothers• rating was con~dered as general:cy comfortable in 
talking about death. Two ma:in categories correlated with the 
I 
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I 
hypothesis were postulated as an aid in identifying pertinent data: 
(l) Reactions evidenced by the nurse towards hersel.f and towards the 
lj mother,. (2) Reactions evidenced by the mother towards herself and l . ' II towards the nurse. These were sub-divided further to demonstrate 
various manifestations of grief. It showe4 that both nurses and 
mothers manifest a criss-cross pattern or covert and overt problems. 
In many of the cases the nurses showed more subjectivity than the 
mother. Grief reactions noted were: (l) anger and hostility, ~~ (2) avoidance, (3) compensation and rationalization, (4) denial, 
(5) fear, (6) futility, (7) guilt, (8) identification, (9) inadequacy, 
(10) loss, (ll) relief, (12) repression, (13) suppression. There 
't-1ere also positive aspects of learning and expressions or sympatlzy" 
and understanding by both the nurses and the mothers. 
The data showed that personal identification and attachment 
with the patient was evident, which may very well have had an effect 
I on the learning process or the nurse, and could also have strongly 
II .'influenced her peri'ormanc'e. These conclusions have certain ~plications 
for nursing ed~cation. Stress situations may inhibit the nurse's ! . . . . 
ability to recognize and meet the emotional needs of the families 
and patients. Nursing educators,~ may need to~ provide a way for helping 
nurses to anaJ.yze these needs and arrive at a more mutually satisfying 
plan for nursing intervention. The data shotored quite substantial 
I 
first ppnsider he~sei£ a person so that sh~ will know h~ to give 
I o£ herself in a more meaningful and supporting wa:y. In this manner 
she will be able to give more effective ani complete nursing care 
to the emotional needs of the mother, as well as to the dying chlld. 
I 
I RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 
1. Since this study is an exploratory one, the nature of the 
1 findings suggest that further study relating to this particular 
! problem could be done: 
(a) to detemine if the same problems are evident in 
different socio-economic groups and in different 
ethnic groups • 
. (b) to detemine the current nursing image as seen by 
the nurse, and the conflicts this image ma:y impose 
upon families who have experienced a death si illation. 
(c) to determine if the same problems of death are 
evidenced by student nurses and by nurses holding 
a baccalaureate or higher degree. 
(d) to determine i£ the mother, whose chlld dies in a 
private hospital, evidences the same problems of 
death towards herself and towards the nurse. 
(e) to validate the fincBngs of this investigation with 
I. 
comparable data obtained in a simllar setting. 
2. A need for a follow-up stuqy to determine if there 
j are changes in the attitudes and .feelings of the mother of the 
· dead child and her needs as expressed after a period of at least 
one year. This may help to determine the future role of the nurse 
in famlly care and counseling. 
I 
II 
l 
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I 
II . 3· A study to determine the needs and reactions of the I children in these homes, and how their needs are met, as well as 
I the needs and concerns of the fathers. 
4. A study of Nursing Educators who instruct the student 
nurse, to determine their own personal philosophy of death, and how 
this may or may not be portrayed to the student nurse. 
I 5. Provisions should be made within the nursing curricul.1llll 
I of both th~ baccalaureate and higher degree programs, for the 
I l student to consider the problems of death and manifestations of grief. 
I 
This should include an opportunity to express their feelings in death 
i situations; as well as an . objective consideration of each individual's 
emotional needs during death crisis. 
. ' 
6. All nur-ses, both graduate and student, should come to an 
?6. 
understanding of their own basic philosophy towards death through study 
I and self'-introspection. They should avail themselves of the resources ·1 
both in literature am from 111embers of the. various allied fields of 
study: philosophy, theology am rel:i,~ion, sociology, and psychology, to 
I aid them in understanding the manifestations of grief and how to meet 
I 
!their own personal needs as well as the needs of the patient and rela-
' tives in death situations. 
7. All nurses, both graduates and student nurses, should 
develop the habit of brief note writing in death situations t-rhich 
l 
they encounter. This note writing will contain fo~ values: (1) it is ! 
---·~· --
a check upon one's work, (2) it is a clarifYing and deve~oping _j 
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____ ,_._ _________ __ 
----- ·----- s I I process ... of self revelation, self Cl"i tici$11, and preparation for 77· t I ll self improvement, (3) it relieves emotional strain for the writer, 
I (4) the notes stand as a record of o1;1e's work. The note outline should II 
j contain the following: 
I 1. Patient's name, age, sex, marit~ status, occupation, 
brief family history, church and. race, physical con-
dition, diagnosis and prognosis of the patient. 
2. Reasons for seeing tm patient or relative; how the 
patient or relative came to your .attention durjng your 
nursing duties. 
3· First impressions: description, physical and emotional 
appearance; how you were received. These shouJ.d be· 
considered both with patient and with relatives. 
4. What happened: Main body of notes should be written here. 
Note whether you directed the patient's or relative's 
conversation. Show topics the patient or relatives 
discussed, citing as many direct quotations as possible. 
Give your own questions in direct quotations. 
-
5· Summary: (a) material revealed, problem as observed, needs 
of patient and relatives. (b) how can these needs be met? 
what resources does the patient have as far as estimated · 
intellectual capacity, attitude towards people, culture 
and religious beliefs. (c) brief description of patient 
or relative and of his visit. 
.I 
!I 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
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APPENDilC A 
Interview Guide ~or Nurses 
1. From your experience of working in pediatrics, what 
can you recall about the parents during the immediate separation by 
death, of their chUd? 
2. In what way did they seem to turn to you for help? 
3. Do you feel that they were too demanding of emotional 
support? If so, how? 
4. How would you fee1 most comfortable during the time 
immediatel1 preceding and tollowing the death of the child? 
s. Are there things you would like to do di:ffe:rentl;v to 
help the £amUies? If so, give· examples. 
6. When a child dies on your pediatric unit, did you have 
anyone, or wish you might have had., with whom you could talk about it? 
7. Are there any other reconnnendations from your experience 
which you can give to student nurses who will be £acing death? 
APfENDIX B 
Interview Guide For Mothers 
.1. In your experience of death in the fam:Uy, what do you 
remember about the nurses in the hospital? 
2. :tn what way did the nurses show their understanding and 
comfort to you? 
.3. CouJ.d they have been more helpful to you and your family? 
If so, explain. 
4. Would you want the nurses to discuss this experience with 
you, if you were to see them again? 
5. What kind of help do you tdsh you had received during this 
experience in the hospital? 
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